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Coaching Handbook: An Action Kit for Trainers and ManagersKogan Page, 2003
Coaching is proving itself to be the most popular and most effective technique in the field of learning and development. Managers are constantly being reminded that coaching is an important part of their role in getting the best from staff, while trainers are increasingly being called upon to coach individuals in a variety of aspects of both...
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BigNum Math: Implementing Cryptographic Multiple Precision ArithmeticSyngress Publishing, 2006
The origins of this book are part of an interesting period of my life. A period that
saw me move from a shy and disorganized young adult, into a software developer
who has toured various parts of the world, and met countless new friends and
colleagues. It all began in December of 2001, nearly five years ago. I started a
project...
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Computer-Based Testing and the Internet: Issues and AdvancesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
We reside in various communities and live in one world. Although we may
reside in Beijing, China, on a kibbutz in Israel, or in Muleshoe, Texas, we are
aware of the impact of world events on our lives.

This has not always been true. Throughout most of history, life generally
was impacted by dominant qualities in...
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Linux Network Servers (Craig Hunt Linux Library)Sybex, 2002
Authoritative Answers to All Your Linux Network Server     Questions—Specifically for Linux Administrators
     Tap into     Linux's impressive capabilities as a network server. Written by one of the     world’s leading Linux system administration experts, Linux Network     Servers teaches you,...
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The Business of Streaming and Digital MediaFocal Press, 2005
"...provides a number of very useful hints on how to make streaming successful (rather than merely profitable)."
EBU Technical Review

"This book offers a useful guide for building and managing a streaming and digital media business ... successfully." EBU Book Review 

       This book answers the...
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Linux System Administration and Backup Tools for IBM Elogo Server Xseries and NetfinityIBM Press, 2001
This redbook gives you an understanding of the unified system administration incorporated in the Caldera OpenLinux, Red Hat Linux, SuSE Linux and TurboLinux operating systems. It also provides information on three Linux backup and recovery applications supported by these operating systems.

This redbook provides an understanding of Linux...
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Memory as a Programming Concept in C and C++Cambridge University Press, 2003
The overwhelming majority of program bugs and computer crashes stem from problems of memory access, allocation, or deallocation. Such memory-related problems are also notoriously difficult to debug. Yet the role that memory plays in C and C++ programming is a subject often overlooked in courses and books because it requires specialized knowledge...
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Windows NT Win32 API SuperBible (Other Sams)Waite Group Press, 1997
Windows NT Win32 API SuperBible is the perfect resource for programmers who want comprehensive, updated coverage of all Win32 APIs, as well as detailed information specific to the newest Windows NT functions. This book lets you look up the specific Win32 API call you need, when you need it. Concise descriptions detail what you need to know about...
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J2EE Connector Architecture and Enterprise Application IntegrationPrentice Hall, 2001
The Java(TM) 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) platform connector architecture is the key component in Java’s support for enterprise application integration (EAI) and for linking enterprise information systems (EISs) with Web services. Because many services are now provided through the Web, it is essential that business enterprises have an...
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eLearning and Digital Publishing (Computer Supported Cooperative Work)Springer, 2006
Our universities are facing immense pressures from within because of the increase in the ‘publish or perish’ syndrome. There are severe budgetary demands on university libraries attempting to enable access to this increasing avalanche of information. University teaching also needs to prepare graduates for a rapidly changing and...
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MacIntosh Technology in the Common Hardware Reference PlatformMorgan Kaufmann, 1995
This book presents specifications and standards for the Apple Macintosh technology cited in the PowerPC Microprocessor Common Hardware Reference Platform (CHRP) specification.

The CHRP specification is a joint publication of Apple Computer, Inc., International Business Machines Corporation, and Motorola, Inc. It defines a common hardware...
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SAS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Use SAS on the Web, in Excel or PowerPoint, and from your desktop
   The fun and easy way to manage and analyze data   

   Need to get up and running with SAS? This plain-English guide offers information on all the SAS basics, including getting data into the software, generating reports, creating...
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